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October 13, 2012 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I understand that Ms. Sarah Schaub is applying for a position within your 

firm. I have had the pleasure of teaching Ms. Schaub in a variety of courses 

during her undergraduate degree at Philadelphia University. I feel that 

during this time I was able to develop a true understanding of her talents, 

work ethic and character.   

Let me begin by stating that Sarah is truly an exceptional student – among 

the best and brightest I have had the privilege of teaching during my 

decade in academia. Her dedication, artistic abilities and incomparable 

creativity make her stand out from her classmates without question.  

Sarah’s ability to work her way through a project is honestly outstanding. 

She understands  when she needs to refine her design, when to take 

chances and when she needs to research more in order to competently 

complete the work. This level of maturity is so rare in a student at this 

level. It makes Ms. Schaub an absolute joy to work with as she is capable 

of working very independently when needed.  

These skills were responsible for her significant placements in several 

recent design competitions. Last year, she and her teammate placed in the 

final round of a student competition for  TD Bank. In the same academic 

year she placed  2
nd

 in the 10
th

 Annual Kling-Stubbins Interior Design 

Student Competition, a day long intensive charette. 

Honestly, I can not say enough about Sarah’s ability to contribute to a 

project. I believe the same motivation and aptitude that has made her 

successful in an undergraduate academic environment will only continue 

to expand and that she will continue to strive to exceed her personal best 

in all that she pursues. I give her my highest recommendation for your 

position and would consider any firm that she represents extremely 

fortunate to have her. 

Regards, 

 

Lisa Phillips 

Assistant Professor, Interior Design, Philadelphia University 

(e) phillipsl@philau.edu 

(c) 215.518.3535 


